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Abstract. This paper aims to provide the economic calculations that were made in order to make a 

comparison between the old technology used by a company, multi-spindle lathe DAM 6X40 and 

new technology that should be acquired, CNC lathe Doosan LYNX 220 for processing the part 

entitled "body of spark plug". The investment in the new technology is urgently needed given the 

age of the existing technology but the company wants to know in advance what the costs are and 

how long it would be able to recover the investment. 

In this regard were calculated the time rate for the phase, economy with direct wages, production 

capacity, amortization of the fixed assets, cost of the part at the enterprise-level and the return 

period of additional investment. 

Introduction 

The main engine of growth in the today global economy is the innovation which if it is 

transposed in practice we can obtain products with quality enhanced features, superior quality 

services, new production processes more efficient and cleaner (ecological), improved models of 

business management system and modern management methods of the labor force. 

Why would businesses and organizations be interested to innovate? There are enough reasons 

including: to increase market share, to conquest new markets, to improve product quality, to expand 

the range of products, to replace the outdated products and to reduce the environmental impact [1].  

The term of innovation comes since the inception of economic analyzes. This term was 

associated of technical progress and the production factor, assets [2]. Starting with 1960, the 

concept of innovation was defined as a qualitative change that leads to transformation of processes 

in terms of technical progress within the company [3]. Technical progress is influenced by the 

degree of achievement of production and is provided primarily by the investments that are needed 

both to replace equipments worn out physically and morally (through modernization, technical and 

technological improvements) and for own research of new products, technologies and techniques. 

For Romanian technical culture, the concept of innovation means a technical improvement upon 

a product which is very correct but, at the present stage, to be able to withstand the merciless 

competion from the market and trends of globalization, present in all areas, it is not enough. Step by 

step innovation that brings minor improvements to a product is insufficient, nowadays, the 

innovation focuses most on important changes in products, services and processes that lead to new 

goods with significant superior quality. The concept of product quality is already replaced by the 

quality of processes required for product realization. 
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Method and results 

The company that raised the question of technology upgrade by replacing old technology with a 

new one more efficient that can be controlled via computer is a firm that supply components for the 

automotive industry at national level. It intends to acquire numerical controlled lathes instead of the 

existing ones to reduce repair times and also through this way it is intended to increase productivity. 

The two technologies are: 

- old technology - the automatic lathe with six-axis type DAM 6x40, with a total of six work 

stations, which leads to relatively high productivity compared to single-axle lathes. 

- new technology - the CNC lathe type Doosan Lynx 220 allowing the wide use of cutting tools 

with metallic carbides plates. 

This paper has as main objective the presentation of the economic calculations regarding the 

replacement of the lathe DAM 6x40 with Doosan LYNX 220 for processing the part "body of spark 

plug".  

The part from Fig. 1 used in the economic calculations for the 

two technologies is an important part in the range of products 

offered by the company due to the large number of copies that must 

be manufactured during the year. These spark plugs can be used for 

many kinds of products, of which we can mention some of them: 

lawn mowers, scooters, ATVs, chainsaws and Dacia vehicles. The 

part will be processed from hexagonal bar with 18h13x40, AUT12T  

 
Fig. 1 Body of spark plug 

 

material STAS 1350-80. The manufacture on the old technology DAM 6x40 needs 11 phases while 

the new technology Doosan LYNX 220 can manufacture the part only in 10 phases. 

Some of the technical specifications for the two technologies are illustrated in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Technical specifications for the technologies 

 Max. Turning 

length [mm] 

Max. Turning 

diameter [mm] 

Spindle speed 

[r/min] 

Motor 

power[kW] 

DAM 6x40 180 ø 42 100 - 2400 21 

Doosan LYNX 220 322 ø 320 60 - 6000 15 
 

Even though this particular part doesn’t need a good roughness Ra (Ra=3.2 µm needed for the 

entire surface of the part) Doosan LYNX 220 can assure an unsurpassed levels of accuracy  

Ra=0.07 µm and a roundness of 0.3 µm. 
 

Table 2 Input data 

 Technology   Technology  

 OLD NEW   OLD NEW  

Element Value Value Unit Element Value Value Unit 

tpci 2.9

 

4.87

 

[min]

 
Inst 1398 19260 [lei] 

nbat 30000

 

[pcs]

 
Rez 4579 3135 [lei] 

ns 1

 

[pcs]

 
T 12 [years] 

AP 240000 [pcs/year] Wg 0.120 [kg] 

D 248 [days/year] Wn 0.088 [kg] 

s 1 [shifts/day] Pm 6.675 [lei/kg] 

h 8 [hours/shift] Prez 0.95 [lei/kg] 

Trep
 

8 6 [%] Supp 5 [%] 

Pma 11650 160500 [lei] Owj 203 [%] 

Pct 14296.32 34669.44 [lei] Oentr 30 [%] 
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The input data from Table 2 are used in the next calculation formulas [4]: 

 Time rate for the phase: ]phase[min/
s

i

bat

i

i
n

tu

n

tpc
trp  .                                              (Eq. 1) 

 

where: itrp
 
= the time rate for the phase „i”, [min/phase]; itpc

 
= the time of preparation-completion 

for phase “i”, [min]; itu  
= the time per unit for phase “i”, [min]; batn  = the number of parts 

of the production batch, [pcs]; sn  
= the number of parts processed simultaneously, [pcs]. 

 

 Total time rate: TTR = 
i

itrp  [min/pcs].              (Eq. 2) 

 

Fig. 2 clearly shows 

us that the new 

technology CNC lathe 

Doosan LYNX 220 has 

lower time rate for phase 

compared to the old 

technology in almost all 

phases especially in 

phase 1, 2 and 10. There 

are two exceptions from 

this rule, in phases 3 and 

5 but the values are very 

similar. 

 
           Fig. 2 Time rate for the phase 

 

 The time rate saving, per piece: ]pcs[min /TTRTTRTrs III

pc  .                  (Eq. 3) 

 

where: ITTR  = the overall time rate for the old technology, [min/pcs]; IITTR  = the overall time 

rate for the new technology, [min/pcs]. 
 

 The time rate saving, per year: r][hours/yea
60

APTrs
Trs

pc

year


 .                 (Eq. 4) 

 

 Expenditure with direct labor for the phase: 
 

EDL_ph i = itrp * )
100

1(*
60

SLLIVFUFSHISIwi 
 [lei/phase].                 (Eq. 5) 

 

where: w i  
= gross hourly wage rate of the worker that execute the phase “i”; SI = the employer's 

contribution to Social Insurance; SHI = the employer's contribution to Social Health 

Insurance; UF = the employer's contribution to the Unemployment Fund; VF = the 

employer's contribution to the Venture Fund; LI = the employer's contribution for leaves and 

indemnities; SL = the fund for salary liabilities. 
 

 Expenditure with direct labor per piece: EDL_pc = 
i

iEDL_ph  [lei/pcs].        (Eq. 6) 
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In appearance Fig. 3 is 

similar to Fig. 2 because 

time rate for the phase is the 

only variable in Eq. 5 that 

takes different values 

between phases. So 

comparing the expenditure 

with direct labor for the 

phase (between the two 

technologies) we see that 

new technology has the 

lowest expenditure in phase 

1 and the highest in phase 3. 
 

Fig. 3 Expenditure with direct labor for the phase 

 

 Direct labor savings, per piece: III

 EDL_pcEDL_pcEDL_pc   [ lei/pcs].          (Eq. 7) 
 

where: EDL_pc
I
 = the total direct labor for a part, for the old technology, [lei/pcs]; EDL_pc

II
 = the 

total direct labor for a part, for the new technology, [lei/pcs]. 
 

 Direct labor savings, per year: EDL_year = AP*EDL_pc   [lei/year].         (Eq. 8) 
 

 Available time fund for the machine used in phase „i”: 
 

Tfm i =D*s*h-Trep i  [hours/year].                     (Eq. 9) 
 

where: D = number of workdays during the year, [days/year]; s = number of shifts per day, 

[shifts/day]; h = number of hours per shift, [hours/shift]; Trepi 
= annual stopping time to 

repair the machine that executes phase “i”; For machine-tool Trep represents approximately 

6% from (D*s*h). 
 

 Annual production capacity for the phase: ]pcs/year[
60*

i

i

i
trp

Tfm
Pc  .           (Eq. 10) 

 

Further im-

pact of the time 

rate for the 

phase can be 

seen in Fig. 4 

where Pci for 

the new techno-

logy compared 

to the old one 

is double for 

phases 2 and 10 

and even triple 

for phase 1.    
Fig. 4 Annual production capacity for the phase 

 

 Annual amortization quota: lei/year][
Re)(

T

zInstPctPma
A


 .       (Eq. 11) 

where: Pma = price of the machine, [lei]; Pct = estimated expenditure with cutting tools for the 

rated age of the machine, [lei]; Inst = instalation expenditure, [lei]; Rez = waste value of the 

machine, [lei]; T = rated age of the machine, [years]. 
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 Amortization quota, per piece: - based on the annual production: 

lei/pcs][
AP

A
a  .               (Eq. 12) 

 

 The cost of the material: 

]/)[
100

1(])([ pcslei
Supp

PWWPWM rezngmg  .               (Eq. 13) 

 

where: Wg = gross weight of the blank, [kg]; Wn = net weight of the part, [kg]; mP = unit price of the 

material, [lei/kg]; rezP = the resale price of the waste (e.g. cuttings), [lei/kg]; Supp = supply 

expenses quota, [%]. 
 

 Cost of the workshop: ]/)[
100

1(EDL_ph pcslei
Ow

MC
j

jw   .       (Eq. 14) 

where: M = cost of the materials, [lei/buc]; j = index of the workshop; jEDL_ph = expenditure with 

direct labor for the section “j”, [lei/pcs]; jOw = overheads for section “j”, [%]. 

 

 Cost of the enterprise: ]/)[
100

1( pcslei
Oentr

CC wentr  .         (Eq. 15) 

 

where: Oentr = overheads for the enterprise, [%] 
 

 Cost savings per piece: ]lei/pcs[II

entr

I

entrpc CCCS  .         (Eq. 16) 

 

where: I

entrC / II

entrC =  cost of the enterprise for the old technology (“I”)/new technology (“II”), [lei/pcs]; 
 

 

 Cost savings per year: ]/[ yearleiAPCSCS pcyear  .         (Eq. 17) 

 

 The required number of machines for the phase "i": ][
60*

*
pcs

Tfm

trpAP
N

i

i

i  .      (Eq. 18) 

 

Table 3 The required number of machines for the phase "i" [pcs] 

 N1
 N2

 N3
 N4

 N5
 N6

 N7
 N8

 N9
 N10

 N11
 

DAM 6x40 0.076 0.100 0.098 0.105 0.074 0.098 0.078 0.102 0.083 0.087 0.039 

Doosan Lynx 220 0.023 0.038 0.111 0.085 0.079 0.068 0.066 0.098 0.081 0.032 --- 

 

Table 3 shows us that in terms of required machines for the phase the new technology has higher 

values only in phase 3 and 5, however very closed to the values from the old technology. 
 

 The required investment with the machine: ][* leiPmaNI iim  .             (Eq. 19) 
 

where: Pu i = the price of the machine required for phase "i"[ lei]. 
 

 The required investment (machine and tools): ][leiPII ctm  .          (Eq. 20) 
 

 The additional investment: ][leiIII III

add  .          (Eq. 21) 

 

 The additional term to return the investment shows the time needed to cover the additional 

investment from the production cost savings achieved: 

[years]
year

add

CS

I
Tri


 .              (Eq. 22) 
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Table 4 Output data 

 Technology   Technology  

 OLD NEW   OLD NEW  

Element Value Value Unit Element Value Value Unit 

TTR 0.432 0.32 [min/pcs] Cw 1.041 0.981 [lei/pcs] 

Trs pc  0.112 [min/pcs] Centr 1.353 1.275 [lei/pcs] 

Trs year  448 [hours/year] pcCS  0.078 [lei/pcs] 

EDL_pc 0.0768 0.0569 [lei/pcs] 
yearCS  

18720 [lei/pcs] 

EDL_pc  0.0199 [lei/pcs] 4197.31 [€/year] 

EDL_year  1070.85 [€/year] N 1 1 [pcs] 

Tfm 1825.28 1864.96 [hours/year] Im 11650 160500 [lei] 

A 
1897.11 17607.87 [lei/year] I 25946.32 195169.4 [lei] 

425.37 3948.04 [€/year] 
Iadd 

169223.1 [lei] 

a 0.0079 0.0733 [lei/pcs] 37943.25 [€] 

M 0.809 [lei/pcs] Tri 9.03 [years] 

Conclusions 

What emerges from these calculations, as we can see in Table 4, is that the new technology, lathe 

Doosan Lynx 220, is more effective on the following findings: 

- using the second technology would get a time rate saving of 448 hours per year, meaning 56 

days, witch can be used in order to obtain other products. 

- it has been noted a saving of 4776 lei (1070.85 [€/year]) compared to the first variant of 

technology (direct labor savings, per year). 

- it is found that cost of the enterprise per piece in the case of the new technology will be lower 

than the same cost for the old technology, which leads to a cost savings per year of 18720 lei 

(4197.31 [€/an]). 

Given that the rated age of the machine provided by law is 12 years and the term to return the 

investment after implementation of the new technology is approximately 9 years it is recommended 

to also process other types of parts that are made in the firm to redeem faster the investment and 

increase the workload of the new machine. This can be possible knowing the firm wants howsoever 

to increase their production in order to be able to export good quality products even abroad. On the 

other hand, in addition to the advantages resulting from the calculations we don't have to overlook 

the high quality of surfaces obtained while reducing processing times. 
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